Technical description
1. Microphone input (2 inputs on directional models)
2. Telephone Switch
3. Battery compartment and programming socket
4. Volume control
5. Sound outlet
6. Venting

Custom products
1. Microphone input (2 inputs on directional models)
2. Telephone Switch
3. Battery compartment and programming socket
4. Volume control
5. Sound outlet
6. Venting

Performance level

- 4cc coupler
- Ear Simulator

Ear Simulator:
- Performance level P
- Performance level SP

- Maximum gain (dB)
- Frequency range – 2 cc coupler (Hz)
- Working current (mA)

- Maximum Power Output (dB SPL)

- Fitting range

Fitting range:
- Petite

Product information
Phonak Ambra

Phonak Ambra based on the new Spirit Generation platform, offers a complete product line including a wide range of custom products as well as micro BTE and traditional BTE, accommodating mild to profound hearing losses. All products include a benchmark new feature set. Phonak Ambra offers a wide range of accessories and FM possibilities, giving the convenience of wireless connectivity.

StereoZoom
- Takes binaural processing technology to a whole new level by integrating the input from the four microphone network of two hearing instruments. StereoZoom has the unique ability to significantly narrow the beam, effectively addressing the common need to focus on a single voice in a crowd.

ultraZoom
- Takes binaural processing technology to a whole new level by integrating the input from the four microphone network of two hearing instruments. ultraZoom has the unique ability to significantly narrow the beam, effectively addressing the common need to focus on a single voice in a crowd.

auto ZeroControl
-Harnesses full bandwidth audio exchange and advanced binaural processing to automatically track and focus on speech, regardless of the direction, enabling understanding without the need to face the speaker.

FlexControl
- offers the freedom and flexibility to maximize hearing benefits everywhere.

StereoZoom takes binaural processing technology to a whole new level by integrating the input from the four microphone network of two hearing instruments. StereoZoom has the unique ability to significantly narrow the beam, effectively addressing the common need to focus on a single voice in a crowd.

ultraZoom is designed to significantly improve signal-to-noise ratio in a new and unique manner. By a key innovation, applied to ultraZoom is SNR-Boost. When in directional mode, SNR-Boost is activated in addition to the traditional temporal-based noise canceler. SNR-Boost is a spatial noise canceller designed specifically for directional applications, which uses spatial cues to distinguish between speech from the front and surrounding noise. With this clear distinction, noise cancellation can be more appropriately applied to further enhance the signal-to-noise ratio for speech coming from the front.

Fitting
- FlexControl
- StereoZoom
- auto ZeroControl

Product information
- Interfaces: iCube/NOAHlink/HI-PRO
- Fitting
- CableFree Fitting with iCube
- Fitting a BTE via cable
- Fitting a custom product via cable

- Connect the programming plug into the socket. Use programming cable CS-W with (Phonak vector) only.
- Open the battery compartment and lift the cover out of the hinge, harnessing full bandwidth audio exchange and advanced binaural processing to automatically track and focus on speech, regardless of the direction, enabling understanding without the need to face the speaker.

*Please note that some features are model dependent.
Technical description

- Transparent hook
- Sound audio
- Acoustic vent with protector
- Program button
- Access to unengaged basket
- Digital volume control
- Serial number
- Battery level LED
- Tone plus Mini (MSIP) switch
- Switch or Simplicity (DIP)
- SlimTube (or transparent hook)

Custom product options

- Puffer
- mini hook HE10 HE10 HE10
- HE10 680 mini hook HE10 HE10 HE10
- HE10

BTE options

- Mini hook
- Transparent
- Budget
- Standard
- Optional
- Black
- Red
- White
- Blue
- Purple
- Pink
- Brown
- Tan
- Red transparent
- Blue transparent
- White transparent
- Clear

Color options

- Custom products: Transparent (32), Pink (68), Brown (69), Clear (14), Black (68), Blue (68), Purple (68), Pink (68), Brown (69), Tan (14), Red transparent (36), Blue transparent (37), White (19), Clear (21)
- SuperPower: Transparent (32), Pink (68), Brown (69), Tan (14), Red transparent (36), Blue transparent (37), White (19), Clear (21)
- BTE: Transparent (32), Pink (68), Brown (69), Tan (14), Red transparent (36), Blue transparent (37), White (19), Clear (21)

Features

- Phonak SmartLink+
- Assi+ inSPIRO
- ML13i
- MyLink
- FM Receivers
- Phonak PilotOne
- Acoustically Optimized Vent (AOV)
- QuickSync
- DuoPhone
- EchoBlock
- WindBlock
- WhistleBlock
- SoundRecover
- FlexControl
- ZoomControl
- StereoZoom

Faceplates

- Cocoa (22), Pink (26), Brown (28), Tan (14)
- Red (G5), Safari Stripes (B3), Savannah Beauty (B4)
- Cocoa (22), Pink (26), Brown (28), Tan (14)

Technical description

1. Transparent hook
2. Sound audio
3. Acoustic vent with protector
4. Program button
5. Access to unengaged basket
6. Digital volume control
7. Serial number
8. Battery level LED
9. Tone plus Mini (MSIP) switch
10. Switch or Simplicity (DIP)
11. SlimTube (or transparent hook)